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Vad läser ni för utbildningar?

Vad har ni för förväntningar?

Vad har ni för erfarenheter?



Civ Ing Datateknik

Doktor MDI

Hållbarhet

Biträdande lektor MDI 

med inriktning på

hållbarhet

Green Leap och CESC









IKT (ICT) – Informations och
kommunikationsteknik

Hantera och överföra information

Kommunicera

Svårdefinierbart

Hårdvara, mjukvara, användning?

P2P, B2B, M2M

Infrastruktur?



Människa- datorinteraktion



Arbete







Trender vs ohejdbar utveckling

SMART – cities, grid, phones, whatever…

Internet of Things 

Network society

Automatisering, robotar – slutet på arbetet





Varför ska sakerna vara uppkoplade, eller
staden vara smart?





Är IKT en del av problemet?
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Figure 8. The increasing rates of change in human activity since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Significant increases 
in rates of change occur around the1950s in each case and illustrate how the past 50 years have been a period of dramatic and 
unprecedented change in human history.
Sources: US Bureau of the Census (2000) International database; Nordhaus (1997) In: The economics of new goods. University 
of Chicago Press; World Bank (2002) Data and statistics; World Commission on Dams (2000) The report of the World Commis-
sion on Dams; Shiklomanov (1990) Global water resources; International Fertilizer Industry Association (2002) Fertilizer indica-
tors; UN Centre for Human Settlements (2001); The state of the world’s cities, (2001); Pulp and Paper International (1993) PPI’s 
international fact and price book; MacDonalds (2002) http://www.mcdonalds.com; UNEP (2000) Global environmental outlook 
2000; Canning (2001) A database of world infrastructure stocks, 1950–95 World Bank; World Tourism Organization (2001) Tourism 
industry trends.



IKTs effekter

First order effects – miljömässig påverkan av tekniken i sig, 

gruvdrift, transporter, energianvändning och elektroniska

sopor.

Second order effects – indirekta miljöeffekter baserat på IKTs 

förmåga att förändra processer (t ex transport eller

produktion). Kan vara både positiva och negativa

Third order effects – miljömässiga effekter på lite längre sikt

som bygger på förändrade beteenden eller förändrat

ekonomiskt system baserat på tillgänglighet till IKT.



Rebound

Suggested citation: Hilty, L. M.: Why energy efficiency is not sufficient – some remarks on “Green by IT”. In: Arndt, H. K. (ed.): 
EnviroInfo 2012, Proceedings of the 26th Environmental Informatics Conference, Federal Environment Agency, Dessau, 2012 

 
15.07.12, LorenzHilty.doc 
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Figure 2 
Number of locations in millions by number of potential customers per day 

Source: Own worked example 

 

Figure 3 
Energy consumption per vending machine by number of profitable locations for machines in millions. The 
example shows that the new generation of vending machines (“smart”, “green” machines) consume 18.5 

GWh/day, whereas total consumption of the old generation was only 15.6 GWh/day (EU-27 data) 
Source: Own worked example 





Digitalisering och dematerialisering

Datainsamling och kommunikation (big data)

Systemintegration

Optimering (av aktiviteter, processer och funktioner)



Det här med människorna…



Designing for sustainability

Cycle Design Strategies, or LiDS wheel (Brezet and
van Hemel 1997) point out the different aspects that
designers can focus on trying to reduce the impact of
the products they design. The fifth strategy of the
LiDS wheel is ‘reduce the impact during the use
phase’. As demonstrated previously, this strategy
should consist of both a technical component and a
psychological aspect. The typology proposed in this
section covers the psychological part.

Section 3 has described previous work on indu-
cing sustainable behaviour. So far, literature in this
field seems rather scattered. A typology, combined
with a design approach based on user-centred design
(Section 4), can be a useful tool for designers in
implementing the psychological part of the fifth
LiDS-wheel strategy.

Looking at how different approaches to reduce
environmental impacts during the use phase are
interrelated, two options can be distinguished.

First, there is the option to adapt a product better
to the actual use by consumers and thereby try to
minimise negative side effects (as described by
Rodrı́guez and Boks 2005), i.e. work towards
eliminating mismatches between delivered function-
alities and desired functionalities. Here this approach
is called functionality matching. A mismatch between
delivered functionalities and desired functionalities is
unsustainable twice. Redundant functionalities have
an unnecessary impact, while missing functionalities
can trigger unwanted behaviour, with subsequent
unsustainable effects.

Second, there is the option to influence behaviour
through product design (as described by Jelsma and

Knot (2002) and Lilley et al. (2005)). A distinction
similar to Lilley’s can be made here (Lilley et al.
2005). The first approach is eco-feedback. Here the
user is presented with specific information on the
impact of his or her current behaviour, and it is left to
the user to relate this information to his or her own
behaviour, and adapt this behaviour, or not. One step
further is scripting where the product is designed in
such a way that the design triggers the sustainable use
by either creating obstacles for unsustainable use, or
by making sustainable behaviour so easy, it is
performed almost without thinking about it by the
user. Forced-functionality refers to either intelligent
products (as defined by Lilley 2005) that adapt
automatically to changing circumstances, or to
designing-in strong obstacles to prevent unsustain-
able behaviour.

The distinction between design options made
above is reflected in the model proposed in
Figure 5. This distinction is an elaboration on what
previous authors have proposed; an adaptation was
made in order to make different approaches more
meaningful to designers. Jelsma and Knot (2002)
state that scripts can be ‘more or less forceful’,
whereas in this classification the forced changes in
behaviour are incorporated in ‘forced functionality’.
This makes the forced-functionality group larger than
the ‘intelligent products’ group as defined by Lilley.
This change is made because to designers this
classification may be more meaningful as it puts the
split between inducing and forcing. Referring back to
the user-centred design, as described in Section 4,
functionality matching can be seen as focusing on

Figure 5. A typology of sustainable behaviour-inducing design strategies.
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Wever, R., van Kuijk, J., and Boks, C. User-centred design for sustainable 

behaviour. International Journal of Sustainable Engineering, 1, 1 (2008), 9-20.



AWARE Clock



Övertygande eller övertalande teknik

Persuasive Technology:

“interactive technology that changes a person’s attitudes 

or behaviors” 

(Fogg 1998)



Två andra populära ord

Gameification

Nudging



Varför är övertygande teknik så stort?

Sensorer

Mätdata – “quantify yourself”

Mobila enheter

Pervasive, ambient, ubiquitous…



“I don’t know … I think if a machine tried to tell me when to 

put the washing machine on I’d probably break it … I can see 

the benefit … but I think it might be a step too far.”





Moderniteten?

Mätbarhet

Förutsägbarhet

Effektivitet

Kontroll – experter vet bäst!







Vem riktar sig ‘apparna’ till?



Persuasive technology as externalizations of human 

conscience.

(Verbeek 2011)

Men lägger vi inte samtidigt ansvaret på individen? 



Men vad ska vi göra då?

Lösningar som bejakar andra värderingar

Stöd till “social movements”

Använda teknik för att ifrågasätta normen

Heirloom status, repurpose, reuse

Visualisera inte bara personlig, utan samhällelig, nationell, 

global data – men på ett bra sätt!
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Follow
ing decades of research and hundreds of cross- 

cultural studies, psychologists have identified a num
ber  

of consistently-occurring hum
an values. [10] 

Early researchers into hum
an m

otivations discovered a surprising 
consistency in the things people said they valued in life. A

fter testing 
this finding m

any tim
es and across m

any countries and cultures, they 
put together a list of repeatedly occurring values. [11] 

G
o to page 66 for Exercise 3.

Rather than occurring random
ly, these values w

ere found to be related 
to each other. Som

e w
ere unlikely to be prioritised strongly at the sam

e 
tim

e by the sam
e individual; others w

ere often prioritised strongly at 
the sam

e tim
e. [12] 

The researchers m
apped this relationship according to these associations, 

as presented opposite. The closer any one value ‘point’ is to another, 
the m

ore likely that both w
ill be of sim

ilar im
portance to the sam

e 
person. By contrast, the further a value is from

 another, the less likely 
that both w

ill be seen as sim
ilarly im

portant. This does not m
ean that 

people w
ill not value both cleanliness and freedom

, for exam
ple 

—
rather, they w

ill in general tend to prioritise one over the other. 
Values can thus be said to have neighbours and opposites. [13] B

ased 
on these patterns of association—

as w
ell as their broad sim

ilarities 
—

they w
ere then classified into ten groups.

HOW
 VALUES W

ORK

Figure 2. S
tatistical analysis (dim

ensional sm
allest 

space analysis) of value structure across 68 countries 
and 64,271 people. 

S
ee page 68

–
69 for full definitions. [14] 

H
ow

 do your answ
ers to Exercise 1 relate to this?]

[

POWER

SELF-DIRECTION

STIMULATION

HEDONISM

ACHIEVEMENT

SECURITY

TRADITION

BENEVOLENCE

UNIVERSALISM

DARING

VARIATION
IN LIFE

EXCITEMENT
IN LIFE

ENJOYING LIFE
SELF-INDULGENT PLEASURE INTELLIGENT

CAPABLE

SUCCESSFUL

AMBITIOUS
INFLUENTIAL

SOCIAL
RECOGNITION

PRESERVING MY
PUBLIC IMAGE

AUTHORITY
WEALTH

SOCIAL POWER

HEALTHY
FAMILY SECURITY

SOCIAL ORDER

CLEAN

RECIPROCATION 
OF FAVOURS

NATIONAL
SECURITY

SENSE OF
BELONGING

HUMBLE

DETACHMENT

DEVOUT

ACCEPTING MY 
PORTION IN LIFE

MODERATE

OBEDIENT

RESPECT
FOR TRADITION

HONOURING 
OF ELDERS

POLITENESS

SELF-DISCIPLINE

A SPIRITUAL LIFE

FORGIVING

HONEST

LOYALRESPONSIBLE

MEANING IN LIFE

TRUE FRIENDSHIP

MATURE LOVE

HELPFUL

BROADMINDED EQUALITY

PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT

INNER HARMONY

SOCIAL JUSTICE

UNITY WITH NATURE

A WORLD OF BEAUTY

A WORLD AT PEACE

WISDOM

FREEDOM

CURIOUS

CREATIVITY

CHOOSING
OWN GOALS

PRIVACY

SELF-RESPECT

INDEPENDENT

CONFORMITY
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These groups can be represented more simply in a circular 
diagram, called a circumplex:

Figure 3. Schwartz’s value circumplex.[16]

The ten groups of values can then be divided along two 
major axes, as shown above: 

Self-enhancement (based on the pursuit of personal status and 
success) as opposed to self-transcendence (generally concerned 
with the wellbeing of others); 

Openness to change (centred on independence and readiness 
for change) as opposed to conservation values (not referring to 
environmental or nature conservation, but to ‘order, self-restriction, 
preservation of the past and resistance to change’).

Much of the ongoing research on values simply supports some 
commonsense, intuitive ideas. Some values or motivations are likely  
to be associated; others less so. When we are most concerned for 
others’ welfare, we are very unlikely to be strongly interested in our 
own status or financial success (and vice versa). When we are at our 
most hedonistic or thrill-seeking, we are unlikely simultaneously to  
be strongly motivated by respect for tradition. But it also reveals 
that these relationships are not unique to our culture or society.  
They seem to recur, with remarkable consistency, all over the world.

HOW VALUES WORK
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Figure 1. Relative weightings of values found in the corpus, overlaid onto the Schwartz 
Circumplex as adapted in [4]. 

The circumplex: 

 
Compatible values appear 
closer to one another 
around the circumplex. 
Conflicting values are 
positioned opposite one 
another. SE and ST values 
(opposite one another) will 
‘see-saw’ – when one rises, 
the other tends to lower. 
 

The data visualization:  

 

Darker, thinner segments 
represent the percentage of 
papers in which a particular 
value was activated. 
 
Lighter, wider segments 
represent the total incidents 
for a particular value type 
(e.g. Power) on a scale of 
42 (the highest total found). 
 
The results:  

 

Self-Enhancement values 

Lower-left quadrant; 
SE incidents = ~3 per paper 
 
Self-Transcendence values 

Upper-right quadrant; 
ST incidents < 1 per paper 
 
SE values are activated 

~3.5 times more than ST 

values. Figure 2. Analysis of a second 
corpus of 18 sustainable HCI 
publications, coding additionally 
for author’s implicit values. 

Student Research Competition CHI 2013: Changing Perspectives, Paris, France

2716

(Knowles 2013)





Alone Together

Vi sätter större krav på tekniken än på varandra

Vi är ständigt uppkopplade, men inte närvarande

Ur ett psykologiskt perspektiv – vi förändras





Saker Sherry ser…

Ökad mottaglighet för att ha relationer till robotar

– the robotic moment

Individer som blir mer narcissistiska

Minskad empatisk förmåga

Men jorden då?!



SLUT!


